The Genderbread Person by Sam Killerman:

Evaluation:
Always more to learn and ways to improve!

Contact: Kristin. Grimm at grimmkn@nv.ccsd.net with questions!

MASLOW'S HIERARCHY OF NEEDS
with Focus on School Climate

Behind the Scenes:
Developing Leaders

Basic Needs - Food, shelter, etc.

Safety Needs - Physically & emotionally- economic status, ethnicity, or gender?

Belongingness - Target of Student Council - the “why” behind activities and events. Do students and staff feel that they belong? Is your school a place that accepts all students? What activities are being planned to increase the sense of belongingness?

Self Esteem - School Self-Esteem = School Spirit

Self Actualization - Fulfillment of highest needs; meaning in life
Name Game: Every Other Letter
- Ask 1 question, then guess
- If correct, high five
- If not, move on and try again

Interaction that communicates!

Getting to Know You: Shape Up!
Circle one:

Getting to Know You: Seven Word Biographies
Description:
- Sum up your entire life in seven words, i.e., “Born. Lots of school. Leader. Dog rescuer or Super awesome friend and social media star.”
- Share your biography –
  - pass if you are not ready to share.
- Make connections and ask questions!

Use the tools available to you!

Hands On!

Pointer finger- One thing you can do on campus to make it better.
Middle finger- What’s in your way of achieving #1 finger?
Ring finger- Who are your go-to people at school?
Pinkie finger- Don’t forget....
Thumb- What’s your why?
Palm- Name a gift or talent you can share.